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FOREWORD

Data rules the world. This isn’t just what
they say out in Silicon Valley – it’s a simple
matter of fact.

We create more data every 20 minutes than
is currently held by the Library of Congress.
More than 90% of all the data in the world
was generated in the last two years alone.
Today, every company – from Aston Martin
to Zynga – is to a greater or lesser extent a
data company, churning out colossal levels
of information every second.
The Big Data era is already having an
enormous impact on businesses in America.
However, such is the rate of rapid innovation
that the technologies around data analysis
are changing yet again.
An increasing number of organizations are
using new technology to store, query and
analyze data, in real time, to help them better
understand their customers’ behavior. Data
has always had a strategic value but our
ability to process it has made it a new form of
asset class on a par with oil or gold.
What was once dismissed as useless is now
essential to devising data-driven solutions to
universal problems, offering the potential to
make us safer, happier and healthier. We
shouldn’t think about Big Data as simply an
endless bundle of information. Instead we
should think of it as an opportunity for
competitive advantage across every industry.
For example, it is estimated that a typical
organization loses 5% of its revenues to fraud
each year. The total cost of non-health
insurance fraud in America is estimated to be
more than $40 billion per year. Big Data is a
powerful tool to fight this.
Despite this momentum, Big Data has its
critics. In March 2014, FT Weekend published
a four-page feature with the title ‘Big Data:
are we making a big mistake?’, while in
September 2014, H.O. Maycotte laid down
the challenge for the data industry in Forbes:
“The practicality of Big Data needs to
become a reality, or risk falling prey to the
same hype and ultimate lack of use as
business intelligence technology has faced.”
6

While there may be some truth in this, such
criticism does not diminish the increasing
value of Big Data in various fields, from
business to healthcare, from sport to space
exploration.
The backlash is a typical response to
ambitious claims about potential, even if the
technology does end up transforming the
world. The Economist perhaps said it best:
“It happened with the internet, and television,
radio, motion pictures and the telegraph
before it. Now it is simply Big Data’s turn to
face the grumblers.”
The truth is that with more information at our
fingertips, we stand to learn more about the
world around us – and act with greater
precision, speed and efficiency.
Companies of the future will live or die by
their analytical skills and the Chief Data
Officer could well be the future king of the
boardroom. The business heroes of the
coming years may be more scientific than
artistic, able to make insightful commercial
conclusions based on empirical evidence.
Here at WANdisco we believe in the power of
Big Data, but our view is America's financial
services industry is not yet doing enough to
harness the opportunity. What is lacking is an
approach that will ensure there are enough
data scientists, as well as enough managers
and analysts with the know-how to make
effective decisions.
America alone faces a shortage of 140,000 to
190,000 people with analytical expertise, and
1.5 million managers and analysts with the
skills to understand and make decisions based
on the analysis of Big Data.
It is our belief that effective data analysis
strategies will redefine the way in which
society interacts with government,
businesses and technology. Every imaginable
decision-making process will become more
efficient, more powerful and more lasting.
Welcome to a new era: the era of Big Data.

DAVID RICHARDS
CEO, PRESIDENT & CO-FOUNDER,
WANDISCO
www.wandisco.com
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BY 2020 THE AVERAGE
BUSINESS WILL HAVE
TO MANAGE 50 TIMES
MORE INFORMATION
THAN IT DOES TODAY

BY 2017 THERE WILL
BE A TOTAL OF 19
BILLION INTERNET
CONNECTED DEVICES
IN THE WORLD

THE MARKET FOR BIG
DATA TECHNOLOGY
AND SERVICES WILL
REACH $16.9 BILLION
BY 2015

ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT
& CAPGEMINI 2012

WEF 2012

IDC 2012

IN 2014 THERE WILL
BE AN EXPECTED 77
BILLION APPLICATION
DOWNLOADS,
COMPARED TO 10
BILLION IN 2010

OVER THE LAST 10
YEARS THE DIGITAL
SHARE OF THE
WORLD’S STORED
INFORMATION HAS
INCREASED FROM
25% TO OVER 98%

BIG DATA
BY NUMBERS

CISCO 2013
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IBM 2013

THERE WILL BE
OVER 40 TRILLION
GIGABYTES ON EARTH
BY 2020 – THAT'S
5,200 GIGABYTES
FOR EVERY PERSON

64% OF ENTERPRISES
ARE PLANNING BIG
DATA PROJECTS IN
THE COMING YEAR

BIG DATA JOBS
ARE FORECAST TO
INCREASE 92% BY 2017

IDC & EMC 2012

GARTNER 2013

SAS 2013
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We live in a world dominated by data.
Every shopping trip made, Google search
query entered and Uber-cab hailed is in some
way a data transaction.

01

CHAPTER 01

THE DATA
EXPLOSION

while one in 17 owned a tablet, according to
research by Business Insider.
Meanwhile, even more data is created by
mobile phones automatically through global
positioning, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and other kinds
of mobile data that phones produce without
users necessarily knowing about it.

There is more data out there than ever before.
Details of how we conduct our daily lives are
increasingly being captured, stored and used
(in most cases) to make our lives better.

The phenomenon has also been fuelled by
web users who are increasingly comfortable
with sharing personal details about themselves
when they interact with websites.

In 2012, the International Data Corporation
calculated that there was a total of 1.8
zettabytes of data stored in one shape or
another across the world – nearly 50% more
than in 2010. It said that the global stock
of data was therefore doubling, at least,
every two years.

In this context, it is unsurprising that, in a
2014 survey by Gartner, 73% of respondents
have invested or plan to invest in Big Data in
the next 24 months – up from 64% in 2013.

The main reason for this data explosion is the
rise of connected devices and software
capable of creating files of text, images and
video. At the end of 2013, one in every five
people in the entire world had a smartphone,

Google, Facebook and Amazon are the giants
of the Internet age, but above all they are data
companies. Demography, buying trends,
times, dates, where people come from and
where they go – these are all logged and
crunched in a bid to understand users better,
give them more of what they want, and make
them easier to target for marketers.

BIG DATA REFERS TO OUR ABILITY TO COLLECT
AND ANALYZE THE VAST AMOUNTS OF DATA
WE ARE NOW GENERATING IN THE WORLD.
‘BIG DATA ANALYTICS’ AND NOT ‘BIG DATA’ AS
SUCH IS THE REAL GAME CHANGER.
BERNARD MARR
10

www.wandisco.com
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CHAPTER 01 THE DATA EXPLOSION

235 TERABYTES OF DATA SIT IN THE
US LIBRARY OF CONGRESS – FACEBOOK
ALONE STORES, ACCESSES AND ANALYZES
OVER 30,000 TERABYTES.
MCKINSEY

GOOGLE PROCESSES MORE THAN
24,000 TERABYTES OF DATA A DAY.
ACM – COMPUTING SOCIETY

THE MOST ADVANCED FLOPPY DISKS STORED
200 MEGABYTES OF DATA – THE AVERAGE
HOME COMPUTER STORES MORE THAN
5,200 TIMES THIS AMOUNT.
Advertisers were some of the earliest adopters
of the Big Data approach. Rather than hit and
hope, they could target customers who
wanted to buy from them. No longer, in theory,
would retirees see ads for 18-to-30 holidays;
nor would students be forced to sit through
details of generous new pension plans.
But there are thousands of other applications
of Big Data that are at various stages of
development. Some are being used widely
right now; some are evolving into usable
products; and yet more are mere concepts of
how things could look in the future.
An American government agency has plans to
deploy WANdisco technology to track
correlations between power outages and
food-borne bacterial diseases and, in the
process, save lives. This innovation comes as a
result of trials WANdisco has conducted with
international government agencies to
seamlessly and instantly question and query
vast amounts of data captured from different
locations and in different formats.
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With every year that passes, more and more
ideas transfer from the realm of science fiction
to that of science fact.
For businesses, Big Data arguably presents
the biggest opportunity since the birth of
the Internet itself. And it is not just
sophisticated technology firms that are
putting it to use.
From pharmaceuticals to sports science,
businesses of all industry sectors are utilizing
Big Data to create competitive advantage and
open up new market opportunities.
Not only will it help businesses make smarter
decisions, it will also create a new line of smart
products and services that use information to
perform at their peak while cutting out waste.
One thing is for sure, the data explosion is only
going to get bigger.

INTRODUCING BIG DATA

HADOOP

CLOUDERA

HORTONWORKS

Apache Hadoop is the enterprise
framework of Big Data that is used
both to store and process
incredibly large data sets.

Cloudera was founded in 2008 to
provide the first enterprise-ready
implementation of Apache
Hadoop, set up by three engineers
from Google, Yahoo and Facebook
– three businesses that were
among the trailblazers of Hadoop.

Hortonworks does one thing:
building, managing and
implementing Hadoop. The
company has devoted itself to
working within the open source
space, reaching out to customers
through the existing products of
its partners such as Microsoft,
Teradata and SAP. It houses the
largest collection of Hadoop
“committers” – the name given to
those who add code to the
Hadoop mainframe.

The underlying technology was
originally invented by Google to
index all the rich textual and
structural information they were
collating, and present results to
users in a meaningful way.
Yahoo developed Apache Hadoop
as an enterprise platform
incorporating this technology,
allowing companies to run extensive
analytics of both structured and
unstructured data – information that
doesn’t fit nicely into tables. In the
same way Google indexed users’
search behavior, Hadoop lets
organizations learn more about
customers and consumers.
The system is designed to run on a
large number of machines that
don’t share any memory or disks.
When an organization loads its
data into Hadoop, the software
separates that information into
pieces that it then spreads across
different servers – meaning there is
no one place where you manage
all of your data. Because there are
multiple copy stores, data stored
on a server that goes offline or
dies can be automatically
replicated from a known
good copy.

Based in Palo Alto, California,
Cloudera has enjoyed rapid
growth since first receiving some
$5 million worth of funding in
2009. The company has expanded
to become one of the leading
providers of Big Data solutions,
used by a diverse range of
companies and organizations
including Expedia, BT, Western
Union, Nokia and eBay.
In March 2014, the firm received a
$740 million investment from Intel,
with its 15% stake valuing the firm
at $4.1 billion. Cloudera is one of a
handful of Silicon Valley start-ups
to receive multi-billion dollar
valuations from investors pre IPO.
By replacing its own Big Data
project with Cloudera’s solutions,
Intel provided a strong indication
that Hadoop is here to stay.

Founded in June 2011, the firm’s
dedication to open source has
seen it quickly established as one
of the major players within the
Hadoop community.
The company was set up by 24
engineers who were involved in the
original development of Hadoop at
Yahoo and, backed by Benchmark
Capital, the firm raised $25 million
in November of that year.
Named after Horton the Elephant
of the Horton Hears a Who! book,
the company was described by
Forrester Research as the
“technology leader and ecosystem
builder of the entire Hadoop
industry”.

www.wandisco.com
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EXPERT VIEW
SURA RATHORE
ESSENTIA ANALYTICS

Every organization cares about minimizing risk
and maximizing opportunity – and financial
services providers are no exception to this rule.
Banks have always weighed the costs of
lending against the potential to accumulate
interest, while every quote determined by an
insurance provider comes after calculating
the chances of a pay out. Investment
companies adopt long-term views to their
portfolios, fully appreciating that some
securities will lose value and balancing this
against safer options.
In each of these cases, success or failure is
largely determined by the ability to make the
most of the information when it’s available. In
short, Big Data technologies are helping
organizations do this on a much larger scale
by giving them a firmer grasp of what’s
happening and why.
A lot of focus has been paid to the applications
of real-time analytic models by trading
platforms such as the Nasdaq. But whilst Big
Data can certainly help provide more detailed
modeling, these are just reference points – a
human brain is still needed to synthesize and
interpret the information accurately,
particularly in volatile conditions.
At Essentia Analytics, we work alongside
professional investment managers to help
them better understand and fine tune their
own decision-making processes. Part of this
involves using Big Data to capture a richer
picture of what influences their behavior,
mapping out the patterns and identifying
trends that might previously have gone
unnoticed. You might say we’re using Big
Data to help people use Big Data.
To do this we collate digital information from a
wide variety of different sources – including
trade and holdings data, market data, email
and data from wearable technology – to better
inform fund managers about what drives their
decision-making and help them adjust their
behavior to maximise investment returns.
14

If you’re a fund manager, you are selling skill,
but you get judged by your performance.
Unfortunately, the two are not the same.
Performance is not a measure of skill, but a
measure of outcome – luck plays a large role.
Say you’re managing a portfolio and you
have a hunch that you are consistently exiting
too early. How do you validate that suspicion,
then turn it into behavioral change that
benefits your investors, your firm and
yourself? That requires understanding why
you’re doing it in the first place. And
understanding why requires data.
The field of Behavioral Finance is based on
academic research that shows that financial
decision-making is very much influenced by
emotion – even in professional investors. In
fact, emotion has been shown to be a
necessary aspect of human decision-making.
But acting on emotion can often lead to
irrational decisions. Distinguishing between
“instinct” and “unconscious bias” is a step
further than science has gone to date. But
what is attainable today is self-awareness.
Geoffrey Moore famously said that without
Big Data analytics, companies are blind and
deaf, like deer wandering out onto a freeway.
Certainly, if you’re going to be competitive in
this world then you always have to identify
new ways to remain competitive.
While much of Big Data analytics is focused
on attempting to predict how other people
are going to behave, Essentia is using it to
help professional decision-makers look
inward. After all, the only behaviour any of us
can control is our own.
Fund managers who use Big Data to
understand themselves and the effectiveness
of their own investment processes have a
competitive advantage, much like
professional athletes who use technology to
optimize their training regimes. Whether in
sports or in investing, deliberate practice is
the key to performance excellence, and
deliberate practice is powered by data.
www.wandisco.com
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THE FUTURE IS NOW

02

CHAPTER 02

THE OPPORTUNITY
WITHIN

Businesses across the world are already
using the information at their fingertips to
work smarter, by creating products and
services that are more relevant to their
customer base.
The financial crisis means that financial
regulators the world over are scrutinizing the
sector like never before. But as well as being
used to ensure staff stay on the right side of
the law, Big Data can also be employed for
more positive ends – to ensure more deals
are won, to map out specific market and
company exposures and, ultimately, to give
clients what they want, when they want it.
Some investment banks are already using Big
Data analytics to immediately assess the
escalation of geopolitical risk on portfolios,
and their exposures to specific markets or

asset classes, by combining structured and
unstructured data coming in from tweets
and news sources.
The use of Big Data analytics can also be
seen in other front and back office areas
such as credit line approval in securities
trading; real-time economic or inflation
analysis; collateral management; credit
valuation adjustment calculations and
advanced mortgage analytics.
But much more can be done. As banks rely
on overnight batch data to make trading
decisions, Big Data analytics in real time can
ensure they make better trading and risk calls.
The financial industry is perceived to have a
mindset that is wary of change. But one thing
is clear – financial services firms that use Big
Data analytics efficiently and effectively will
thrive in uncertain and fluctuating markets,
while those who resist are likely to flounder.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF BIG DATA IS
LIKE “WATCHING THE PLANET DEVELOP
A NERVOUS SYSTEM”.
MARISSA MAYER, YAHOO

IT HAS BECOME A NEW NATURAL RESOURCE.
AN AMAZING NATURAL RESOURCE.
JIM SPOHRER, DIRECTOR OF IBM GLOBAL UNIVERSITY PROJECTS
16
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THE DATA DISRUPTORS
Timesaving strategies are becoming
increasingly common, helping institutions
make the shift to digital while increasing the
level of service afforded to customers.
For more than 150 years Western Union has
helped to make the world a smaller place,
originally delivering telegrams and now
processing money transfers that stretch from
one corner of the globe to the other.
Today it is one of the world’s largest financial
services companies, one that processes
$79 billion and generates more than 200
terabytes of data annually.
The firm is applying Big Data analytics to
eliminate wire transfer fraud, in a process that
takes a fraction of the time demanded by
traditional methods. Every day the company
taps massive databases to sort through
customer information and calculate the
risk that a particular transaction might be
the result of a scam. When they find a risky
transaction, they block it.
To protect consumers, Western Union
analyzes huge streams of data for anomalies,
using Hadoop to deal with the complexity of
its data queries. Not only is this significantly
less expensive and more capable than past
data warehouse solutions, but the fraud
prevention rate is also higher and more
comprehensive than ever before.
WESTERN UNION
Western Union has 70 million customers in 200 countries,
enabling 650 million transactions every year, which is around 29
transactions per second. This has contributed to what has been
described as “one of the world’s largest enterprise data sets”.
It has more than 200 terabytes of data, and that data is now
growing at a rate of 100 terabytes a year. The data comes in
from 174 sources including digital platforms, retail locations,
and banking partners.
18

As well as fraud prevention, new approaches
and technology are also required to meet
stringent regulatory demands, requiring more
storage of historical data.
Meanwhile, in the retail-banking sector, the
movement from in-person to online banking
has transformed the industry and, in the
process, unlocked its data.
By making it easier for consumers to handle
their own banking and financial transactions,
the shift online has allowed customers to
choose the most convenient and inexpensive
online offering available.
These customer actions can be captured and
analyzed to better understand behaviors and
preferences, and identify which customers
are the most profitable, what mix of channels
is most appropriate to reach them, what
types of products they want and who is likely
to switch banks.
Big Data is also being used to accurately
assess risk and market trends, screen new
account applications for risk of default,
leverage predictive analytics to detect fraud,
drive revenues with personalized offers,
monetize anonymous banking data in
secondary markets and detect churn.
The technology does not erase the need
for vision or human insight but it can
help. Financial firms manage thousands
of petabytes of data yet most systems
used today build models using samples as
small as 100 gigabytes. The consequence
is inaccurate projections, limited visibility
to actual risk exposure and instances of
undetected fraud. Big Data technologies
can help process more complex data faster,
leading to better outcomes and a richer, more
robust financial ecosystem.

EXPERT VIEW
BARBARA HOLZAPFEL
FORMER MD, SAP LABS NORTH AMERICA

Barbara Holzapfel is former head of SAP Labs,
the world-leading provider of enterprise
software and software-related services.

Big Data is a huge driving force in the wider
context of the Internet of Things. Companies
are now collecting, aggregating and analyzing
data at a much higher speed than previously
possible. It has opened up a completely new
dynamic in how businesses are run and how
they interact with their ecosystem.
But what we are seeing now is just the tip
of the iceberg and innovation will accelerate
at an unprecedented pace over the next
few years.
The value proposition is important and it is up
to companies like SAP to be clear on what the
user benefits are: what people can do now
that they couldn’t before and how valuable
that is to them.

Data is already having massive implications
for how people work and live and how
business is conducted. It will create new
opportunities in the development of new
applications and services; anything from
network infrastructure, to databases, to the
carrier capacity, to the software tools on top
of it all. All the existing models for those will
be rethought.
To illustrate one such opportunity we could
look at a case in San Francisco, where 30% of
the traffic in the city comes from drivers trying
to find parking spaces. That has a major impact
on the local and global environment.
Through innovations in Big Data, you can now
find and reserve a clear parking spot near your
destination. You reserve and pay for this
through your mobile. The benefit to a local
coffee company is a tie-in to offer drinks
promotions at the same time. It’s a completely
new scenario combining Big Data with the
cloud, mobile payments and the Internet
of Things.

“WHAT WE ARE SEEING
NOW IS JUST THE TIP OF
THE ICEBERG.”

www.wandisco.com
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CASE STUDY
EDD DUMBILL
VP STRATEGY, SILICON VALLEY DATA SCIENCE

Most CEOs and CTOs no longer need
convincing that data is the new natural
resource. People buy into its potential to
such an extent that the need for Big Data
analytics has reached a broadly unanimous,
economy-wide state of acceptance.

Where things become less obvious for a
C-suite audience is in identifying the business
opportunity it affords their organizations.
And nowhere is this more apparent than the
financial services.
Much of my work with Silicon Valley Data
Science involves helping companies to make
sense of what’s happening in data science and
articulating how it can benefit them.
Typically this starts with identifying their
business goals and establishing what they
hope to achieve – whether it’s to develop
new products, increase productivity, or better
understand their customers. In each case,
the end goal is to create an architecture
that’s built around the individual needs of the
organization, whether that’s in retail, healthcare
or the financial services.
It’s my experience that while most businesses
will have experimented with Hadoop, few
will have understand the potential for their
organization of new data architectures.
And while there are certainly aspects of
analytics that seem like magic, anyone who
views Big Data as some sort of easy-to-wield
silver bullet is going to be sorely disappointed:
it’s a long road to the promised land.
Though appreciation of Big Data’s potential
has certainly become more widespread, at
an enterprise level its application remains
immature. Fuelling this trend is a lack of
understanding about what’s required for a
company to become truly data driven.
Big Data is not a miracle cure that automatically
makes a business function more efficiently. It
requires implementing long-term strategies
20

that have a far-reaching impact on the ways an
enterprise approaches operations, innovation
and competition. In short, it necessitates
making a shift that allows data intelligence
to be at the heart of the modern business,
transforming it into an organization that is
designed for creating value with data.
It is perhaps unsurprising that finservs are
still testing the waters. While most financial
organizations are no doubt experimenting with
Big Data technologies, stringent regulation
governing the sector means that change was
always going to be slow.
But in an industry that’s becoming rapidly
digitized, adapting to the data-driven world is
just as time sensitive for the financial services as
any other sector.
In the same way that Uber and Netflix
have shown that Silicon Valley can disrupt
mainstream industries, the last few years has
seen the emergence of customer-facing
financial providers that threaten to leave
traditional banks and credit providers hugely
exposed. What unites them? They were built
around data from day one.
Square, Paypal, Google Wallet and the recently
unveiled Apple Pay are all able to offer a
much richer user experience than traditional
banks. But it’s the ability to adapt in response
to learning from data analytics that is seeing
them make their presence felt, built as they are
on environments that are allow for constant
innovation and change.
Mobile and wearable technology has put
every business in direct contact with their
customers, giving them the means to
manipulate processes and environments that
improve the services they offer. Having a digital
insight into customers allows these emerging
organizations to improve products and
respond more rapidly to consumer demand.
There is huge potential for the incumbent
banks and financial providers to compete with
the upstarts, but it requires making a significant
shift towards focusing on the needs of their
customers. It requires them to become truly
data driven.
www.wandisco.com
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03

INFRASTRUCTURE

EDUCATION

The Big Data behemoth requires not just
a ready supply of people to sustain it, but
the infrastructure to cope with levels of
information that until recently were
considered unmanageable.

A talent shortage is threatening America’s
technology sector and no role is in greater
demand than that of the data scientist.

Companies increasingly need constant
access to data, and the costs of losing this
access – downtime – can be catastrophic.
Large organizations running legacy systems
can quickly find themselves in the eye of a
storm, when software glitches strike.

CHAPTER 03

LAYING THE
FOUNDATIONS

Entering into the Big Data game is no
small undertaking, for companies of any
size. It means investing in a battle-ready
infrastructure for handling unprecedented
levels of information.
Without it, disaster can strike, with even a
short period of downtime potentially leading
to disenchanted customers, complaints and
even compensation payouts.
And it's not just the right technical
infrastructure that organizations need to
harness the power of Big Data; they need
a ready supply of skilled data scientists able
to effectively and intelligently analyze the
information at their fingertips.

Higher education is where America must
start in order to ensure a pipeline of talent to
continue to fuel the Big Data explosion. The
lack of sufficient knowledge and professionals
to deal with and interpret Big Data is a
concern to industry.
As in any field trying to benefit from the
advantages of new technologies, the
implementation and professionalization
process is often overlooked. Many
organizations have implemented Big Data
initiatives without the proper preparation,
software or personnel and, as a result, have
not seen the results they expected.
Companies can get carried away with
the possibilities of these tools while
simultaneously failing to develop the right
strategies for their best possible application.
Slowly these concerns are being echoed
within the education community, and there is
a clear rise in investment in higher education
in Big Data related infrastructure.

The analysis of large data sets will become a
key basis of competition underpinning new
waves of growth and innovation. America
must ensure it has enough graduates with the
right skills to make a difference.

NYSE EURONEXT
NYSE Euronext employed Big Data analytics to detect new patterns of illegal
trading, implanting a new markets surveillance platform that both sped up and
simplified the processes by which its experts analyzed patterns with billions of
trades. It reports that new infrastructure has reduced the time required to run
market surveillance algorithms by more than 99% and decreased the number
of IT resources required to support the solution by more than 35% – all while
improving the ability of compliance personnel to detect suspicious patterns of
trading activity, and to take early investigative action.
22
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COST OF DATA OUTAGES

THE COST OF UNRELIABLE BIG DATA

$46 MILLION LOST FROM
OUTAGES PER YEAR

While Big Data has the potential to improve
existing operations and reshape entire
industries, what happens when it goes wrong?

BCW IT LEADERSHIP

$5,600 IS THE COST OF
DOWNTIME PER MINUTE
PONEMON INSTITUTE

87 HOURS OF DOWNTIME PER
YEAR FOR AVERAGE LARGE
CORPORATIONS
GARTNER

The technology underlying Big Data cannot be
ignored – downtime can result in lost revenue,
shaken customer loyalty and significant
reputational damage.
NASDAQ
In August 2013, the NASDAQ electronic
exchange went down for 3 hours 11 minutes,
causing the shutdown of trading in stocks like
Apple, Facebook, Google and 3,200 other
companies. It resulted in the loss of millions
of dollars, paralyzing trading in stocks with a
combined value of more than $5.9 trillion.
BANK OF AMERICA

The University of Rochester has spent more
than $100 million; Indiana University more
than $30 million ($7.5 million on a Big Data
crunching super computer called Big Red II);
and the Gordon and Betty Moore and Sloan
Foundations have together pledged $37.8
million to the Universities of Washington,
New York and California at Berkeley, for a
Big Data collaboration.
Meanwhile, the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology is now running an online
six week data science course targeting
graduates who want a big picture view of the
latest developments in data science.
While many universities, such as Stanford, place
highly skilled graduates directly into the offices
of Bay Area giants such as Google and Apple,
more can be done to foster interdependence
between universities and business.
And larger employers also have a role to play,
co-investing in the training of the next
generation of American software engineers.
It is vitally important to involve businesses
in major training decisions, particularly for a
sector that will grow as rapidly as Big Data.
Employers are the people best placed to
judge what training is worth investing in,
providing students with real, on-the-job
training and fast-tracking them into decent
jobs with promising progression prospects.
24

In February 2013, Bank of America
experienced widespread outages on its
website and mobile banking apps. For several
hours access to Bank of America's online
banking portal was intermittent at best, with
many customers unable to access their
accounts for the entirety of the business day.
Those seeking refuge on their smartphones'
mobile apps found an error message claiming
the product was "temporarily unavailable."
GOOGLE
In August 2013, worldwide Internet traffic
plunged by 40% for five minutes as Google
services suffered a complete blackout. Again
in January 2014, a Google outage lasting 55
minutes downed Gmail, Google+, Google
Calendar and Google Docs, affecting 10% of
users. Google stock went down 2.4% as a result.

CASE STUDY

IBM AND THE BIG DATA UNIVERSITY
The best technology companies prepare for
a future their products will create. Having
been at the forefront of digital innovation
for decades, it is unsurprising that IBM is
determined to build the foundations for the
data-enabled world in which we live.
Earlier this year, IBM partnered with 28 new
business schools and universities to help
prepare students for the 4.4 million jobs that
will be created worldwide over the course of
the next year to support Big Data.
IBM will be providing insights into the
business knowledge and technical skills
required for data analysis careers. This will
support the wide range of new courses
being offered by American education
institutions to combat the talent shortage
in Big Data.

The company has previously contributed to the
Big Data University, an open source collection
of courses and guides to Big Data skills in areas
such as Hadoop, HBase and Spark.
Bob Picciano, senior vice president for IBM’s
Information and Analytics Group, said:
"Taking advantage of the transformational
opportunity presented by Big Data and
Analytics has become a key priority for
organizations around the globe. To embrace
this growing opportunity, companies today
must hire a workforce with a broad range of
Big Data and Analytics expertise."
Other Big Data vendors are engaging with
the education system and wider professional
networks to ensure the necessary skills are
available. Cloudera and Hortonworks run a
series of workshops and training sessions
with developers while WANdisco offers a
Big Data Apprenticeship Scheme to recent
computer science graduates.

AMAZON
In August 2013, the main retail page of
Amazon suffered an outage for 25 minutes
that left millions of users unable to access the
site. It cost the retailer millions of dollars in
sales, estimated at $1,100 per second.
NETFLIX
Another outage at Amazon caused Netflix
streaming services to go down on Christmas
Eve, one of the biggest viewing days of the
year. It also took down Instagram, Vine and
others with it. Amazon is committed to 99.99%
uptime but frequent disruptions to its service
are undermining customer confidence.
www.wandisco.com
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In many ways the term Big Data will soon be
obsolete. As the data explosion grows, today’s
big will become tomorrow’s small.

04

CHAPTER 04

THE FUTURE
OF DATA

Research conducted by data storage
company EMC found that more data is now
transferred across the Internet every second
than was stored across the entire Internet
just 20 years ago. The same study reported
that the digital universe will be 40 times its
current size by the end of the decade, such is
the rate of its expansion.
While not everyone is embracing Big Data,
there is a strong indication that data-driven
approaches correlate with higher levels of
productivity and increased profitability.
The Harvard Business Review found that
the more companies identified themselves
as data-driven, the better they performed
on objective measures of financial and
operational results. Cross sector analysis
reported that firms in the top third of their
industry in the use of data-driven decisionmaking were, on average, 5% more productive
and 6% more profitable than their competitors.
Elsewhere, a survey conducted by Capgemini
and The Economist Intelligence Unit found
that the use of Big Data has improved
business performance on average by 26%.
Almost 60% of the same respondents said
they planned to make a bigger investment in
Big Data over the next three years.
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As more and more business activity is
digitized, new sources of information and
ever-cheaper equipment combine to bring us
into a new era – one in which large amounts
of digital information will exist on virtually any
topic. The challenge will be to identify the
competitive advantage amid all the data.
The financial services sector has begun to
recognize the value, with the University of
Oxford last year reporting that more than
71% of the industry already uses Big Data
analytics. Today’s banks are using new datadriven models in an attempt to return to
profit following the financial crisis that
began in 2008.
Most investment houses used to rely on
overnight batch data to make trading
decisions, meaning their risk management
models were forced to use information that
soon became out of date. Real-time analytics
are enabling better trading and risk decisions,
safeguarding them against the threat
of collapse.
Given the rate at which financial services
firms are embracing Big Data, it will be vital to
ensure appropriate safeguards are in place to
protect against technical failure.
For example, when Hurricane Sandy hit the
East Coast of America it ripped through
the heart of New York’s Financial District.
While data was backed up on servers in New
Jersey, the neighboring state was in the path
of the same hurricane leaving the financial
markets in disarray.

www.wandisco.com
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AS THE 3 V’S OF BIG DATA: VOLUME, VELOCITY AND
VARIETY CONTINUE TO GROW, SO TOO DOES THE
OPPORTUNITY FOR FINANCE SECTOR FIRMS TO CAPITALIZE
ON THIS DATA FOR STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE. FINANCE
PROFESSIONALS […] ARE IN A UNIQUE POSITION TO
PROVIDE A NEW AND CRITICAL SERVICE.
DANIEL D. GUTIERREZ, INSIDE-BIGDATA.COM

As Big Data becomes ubiquitous, events like
these could become increasingly frequent
without the appropriate protection.
As with any technology in its infancy, a wave
of new companies will no doubt spring
up to provide services that deal with the
unforeseen issues and complications that
arise from Big Data. Just think about the
range of different business types to have
emerged from the Internet.
Not only will the volume of data change, but
so too will the variety of sources. Many of the
most important sources of data are relatively
new, taking the form of messages, updates
and images posted to social networks;
readings from sensors; GPS signals from
mobile phones and more.
What is beyond doubt is that companies
won’t reap the full benefits of a transition
to Big Data unless they are able to manage
change effectively. Rather than accepting
correlations blindly, data scientists will need
theory to explain why the patterns are the
way they are.
The financial services sector needs to
reshape internal decision-making culture
so that executives base their judgments on
data rather than hunches. Research already
indicates that companies that have managed
this are more likely to be productive and
profitable than those that haven't.

To judge maturity, it is necessary to examine
environmental readiness; the extent to which
governments have provided the necessary
legal and regulatory frameworks and ICT
infrastructure; and an organization’s internal
capabilities and readiness to implement Big
Data initiatives.
For many, “data-driven” has already become
the new management philosophy. The
Economist Intelligence Unit released survey
data showing that approximately two-thirds
of executives feel that Big Data will help
find new market opportunities and make
better decisions. Nearly half of the surveyed
respondents feel Big Data will increase
competitiveness and more than a third
believe it will boost financial performance.

THE BIG DATA MARKET IS
FORECAST TO BE WORTH
$32.1 BILLION IN 2015
RISING BY 49.5% TO
$48 BILLION IN 2016 AND
66% TO $53.4 BILLION
BY 2017
WIKIBON

Executives can harness Big Data to its best
effect by focusing on carefully formulating
the right business questions – those that
enable the swift and accurate identification
of data that can improve their organization’s
performance or allow them to gain new
revenue pools.
Companies will succeed not simply because
they have more or better data, but because
they have leadership teams that set clear
goals, define what success looks like, and ask
the right questions.

Organizations need to understand where
they are in terms of Big Data maturity, an
approach that allows them to assess progress
and identify necessary initiatives.
28
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CASE STUDIES

GOVERNMENT

Extensive testing has seen WANdisco’s
technology being used to protect
organizations in both the private and public
sector as they make the transition to Hadoop.
The impact Big Data is already having upon
a wide range of sectors and industries shows
that the data-enabled future is already here.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
As an increasing number of financial
institutions look to data as a way to eradicate
fraud, minimize risk and improve market
analysis, Big Data is already reducing
reputational and financial costs.
INVESTMENT BANKS
The success of banks, investment houses
and insurance companies is built around
being able to gauge risk accurately. By
reliably storing and processing data through
Hadoop in real time, financial institutions are
able to gain highly detailed insights into
potential threats, massively improving
operational margins by constructing accurate
trading models.
REGULATION
By guaranteeing the availability of data,
WANdisco can help financial institutions to
satisfy the regulatory restrictions that govern
banks and trading platforms. This is a
particular issue for organizations that handle
financial transactions, where data needs to
reach its destination, reports need to be
available every day, and processes completed
on time.

With reliable access to data guaranteed by
Non-Stop Hadoop, government agencies can
now access and analyze multiple data sites in
a cost effective manner, turning their
resources into a life-saving mechanism
affording incredible insights into potentially
threatening trends.
One government agency has plans to deploy
Big Data to track correlations between power
outages and food-borne bacterial diseases.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
By better understanding the specific needs
and interests of their customers,
telecommunication networks are able to
make tailored approaches to existing clients
and offer an improved level of service.
Previously, this approach was plagued by
concerns around privacy – but WANdisco is
able to determine which information is
relevant and discard the rest. Sensitive and
private data is left untouched.
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
For global consumer product companies,
data is generated and received on a 24/7
basis. Hadoop simplifies the process of
housing data and allows consumer tech firms
to stay on top of the data as soon it comes
in, with WANdisco able to guarantee
availability at all times.
WANdisco is helping a global consumer
electronics manufacturer harness the vast
quantities of data generated from its new
range of connected products and software
to improve customer experience and
monitor bugs. This particular company has
realized that the Internet of Things can only
work with Non-Stop Hadoop.

INSURANCE
WANdisco ran trials with a major international
insurance firm which is looking to transform
its risk algorithms. By testing their previous
risk annuity based algorithms against a wider
number of variables, the organization realized
that their top three risks were inaccurate – an
error costing them millions of dollars.
This level of insight needs to be rolled out
across the company, but nearly half of their
data is unstructured and impossible to analyze
reliably without WANdisco technology.
30
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UTILITIES
Utility providers are using Big Data to
accurately track how much power and gas is
being used, with smart meters providing a
real-time analysis of fuel demand at any
given time.
On a micro level this can allow them to offer
customers a more comprehensive
breakdown of consumption than was
previously possible, enabling them to adjust
prices to match those of competitors.
www.wandisco.com
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CONCLUSION
“First came the binge, then came the hangover,”
was the apt summary of a Bloomberg special
report on Big Data from June 2014.
The desire to scrutinize Big Data’s big
promises has led to a fierce debate over the
extent to what it can achieve, with critics
emerging to claim sighting of a new Icarus
flying too close to the sun.
A Science magazine report on the muchheralded Google Flu Trends project accused
the search giant of “Big Data hubris”,
suggesting that the flu-tracking service was
delivering consistently wayward estimates of
actual infections.
That followed a Harvard Business Review
article from December 2013, entitled “You
may not need Big Data after all”, while a
Fortune magazine column the previous
month argued that the tools deployed to
analyze the datasets threaten to undermine
their credibility.
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But as the dust settles, there is little doubt we
will see a new wave of companies emerge,
designed to help manage the realities of a
world built around data-driven solutions –
one where strategies are built on intelligent
and considered analysis rather than numbercrunching alone.
It would be churlish to deny the challenges,
but lessons will no doubt be learned from
early failures. Despite the recent skepticism,
smart businesses will be mindful of the
opportunity presented by Big Data. It is
providing an unprecedented insight into
customers, sectors and trends.
The financial services sector must capitalize
on this opportunity by taking a businessdriven and pragmatic approach to Big Data.
The most effective Big Data strategies
identify business requirements first, and then
leverage infrastructure, data sources and
analytics to support the business opportunity.
For the financial services industry to flourish,
it needs to embrace its Big Data future.

75% of senior executives from over 500
companies say that they are wasting more
than half the data they already hold.
ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT

Of the 26% of banking and financial markets
companies that are focused on understanding
the concepts of Big Data, the majority are either:
defining a roadmap related to Big Data (47%)
or already conducting Big Data pilots
and implementations (27%).
IBM INSTITUTE FOR BUSINESS VALUE
AND SAID BUSINESS SCHOOL

55% of banking and financial market
companies with active Big Data efforts
identified customer-centric objectives
as their organization’s top priority.
IBM INSTITUTE FOR BUSINESS VALUE
AND SAID BUSINESS SCHOOL

www.wandisco.com
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04
01
Big Data has finally moved from hype to reality as
the reliability, cost and accuracy of the technology
has matured. The next 18 months will see Big Data
disrupting every single digital industry.

PREDICTIONS &
RECOMMENDATIONS

02
Big Data is already fuelling innovation but tangible
impacts upon business performance, budget and
growth will bring Big Data from early adopters
to the mainstream.

03
WANdisco believes that Big Data is good for business. It is transforming
the way companies understand their customers, disrupting markets,
and has the potential to eliminate discovery by chance.
America has an enviable reputation for technological innovation and
with the right focus and investment, Big Data will become one of our
greatest success stories.

Every CIO must become Big Data evangelist – they
will drive the deployment of effective data analysis
strategies and disrupt industries.

Big Data is wildly misunderstood. Big Data alone does
not change businesses, but the real-time analysis of
Big Data does. This is only possible with Hadoop.

05
Global businesses will not be able to operate without
effective data analysis strategies. Collecting data from
around the world is only possible with the infinitely
scalable framework of Non-stop Hadoop.

06
Financial services firms need to continually feed back
insights from Big Data into each element of the business
process to refine outcomes.

07
The only threat to Big Data is talent. Education
institutions and the private sector must work together
to produce the data scientists we need.

In Think Big: Data and the Future of Finance we have mapped out what
needs to be done for America’s financial services sector to capitalize on
this nascent technology. Here are our key findings.
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ABOUT WANDISCO
WANdisco harnesses the power of 100% to
realize the possibilities of Big Data. Its unique
software helps the world’s most admired and
influential organisations to become stronger,
more agile and more competitive, and allows
innovators in every field to make the new
and important discoveries that will shape the
future of society.
WANdisco believes that, in an era of
ubiquitous information, an ability to store and
query data is the defining factor of success.
Our patented replication technology provides
organisations with 100% reliable, real-time
access to data with no downtime, data loss
or latency – making Big Data invincible.
By harnessing the strength, security and
stability of 100% certainty, WANdisco unlocks
the power of the possible, empowering our
customers to push the boundaries of their
ambition and benefit from the transformative
power of Big Data. Whether to enhance
efficiency or protect profits, boost revenue
or save lives, with WANdisco one thing is
certain: anything is possible.
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